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Abstract

Classical planners have traditionally made the closed
world assumption -- facts absent from the planner’s
world model are false. Incomplete-information plan-
ners make the open world assumption -- the truth
value of a fact absent from the planner’s model is un-
known, and must be sensed. The open world assump:
tion leads to two difficulties: (1) How can the planner
determine the scope of a universally quantified goal?
(2) When is a sensory action redundant, yielding infor-
mation already known to the planner?

This paper describes the fully-implemented xII plan-
ner which solves both problems by representing and
reasoning about local closed world information (LOW).
We report on experiments utilizing the UNIX softbot
(software robot) which demonstrate that LCW can sub-
stantially improve the softbot’s performance by elimi-
nating redundant information gathering.

1 Introduction

Classical planners (e.g., [2]) presuppose correct and
complete information about the world. Although re-
cent work has sketched a number of algorithms for
planning with incomplete information (e.g., [1, 13,
10, 16, 4, 6, 8]), substantial problems remain before
these planners can be applied to real-world domains.
Since the presence of incomplete information invali-
dates the Closed World Assumption, an agent cannot
deduce that a fact is false based on its absence from
the agent’s world model. This leads to two challenges:

¯ Satisfying Universally Quantified Goals: Goals
of the form "Move all widgets to the warehouse" or
"Make all files in/rex write-protected" are common
in real world domains. Classical planners such as
PRODIGY [12] or UCPOP [15] reduce universally quan-
tified goals to the set of ground instances of the goal,
and satisfy each instance in turn. But how can a
planner compute this set in the absence of complete
information? How can the planner be certain that it
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has moved all the widgets or protected all the rele-
vant files?

¯ Avoiding Redundant Sensing: Should the plan-
ner insert a sensory action (e.g., scan with the cam-
era, or the UNIX command ls) into its plan? Or
is the action redundant, yielding information already
known to the planner? Since satisfying the precondi-
tions of a sensory action can require arbitrary plan-
ning, the cost of redundant sensing is potentially un-
bounded and quite large in practice (see section 5).

This paper reports on the fully-implemented xII
planner1 which addresses these challenges. We allow
incomplete information, but assume the information
that is known is correct, xII’s planning algorithm is
based on ucPoP [15], but xII interleaves planning and
execution (following IPEM [1]) and, unlike vcPoP, does
not make the closed world assumption.

Section 2 introduces the central concept underlying
xII’s operation: local closed world information (LCW).
In section 3 we describe how incorporating LCW in a
planner enables it to solve universally quantified goals
in the presence of incomplete information. We then
(section 4) show how the same mechanism addresses
the problem of redundant information gathering. Sec-
tion 5 gives experimental results which demonstrate
the advantages of eliminating redundant sensing. We
conclude with a discussion of related and future work.

2 Local Closed World Information

Our agent’s model of the world is represented as a set
of ground literals stored in a database DM. Since
is incomplete, the closed world assumption is invalid-
the agent cannot automatically infer that any sentence
absent from ~ is false. Thus, the agent is forced to
represent false facts explicitly -- as ~ sentences with
the truth value F.

In practice, many sensing actions return exhaustive
information which warrants limited or "local" closed
world information. For example, scanning with a TV
camera shows all objects in a room, and the UNIX ls
command lists all files in a given directory. After exe-
cuting as, it is not enough for the agent to record that
paper, rex and proofs, rex are in/rex because, in ad-
dition, the agent knows that no other files are in that
directory. Note that the agent is not making a closed

1 xII stands for "eXecution and Incomplete Information."
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world assumption. Rather, the agent has executed an
action that yields closed world information.

Although the agent now knows that
paxent.dir(foo,/tex) is false, it is impractical for
the agent to store this information explicitly in T~VI,
since there is an infinite number of such sentences. In-
stead, the agent represents closed world information
explicitly in a meta-level database, :/)C, containing sen-
tences of the form LCW((I)) that record where the agent
has closed world information. LCW(¢) means that for
all variable substitutions 6, if the ground sentence ¢0
is true in the world then fro is represented in /)M’
For instance, we represent the fact that 79M contains
all the files in /tex with LCW(parent.dir(f,/tex))
and that it contains the length of all such files with
LCW(parent. dir (f,/rex) hlength (f, l) 

When asked whether an atomic sentence ~ is true,
the agent first checks to see if ¯ is in I~IVI. If it is, then
the agent returns the truth value (T or F) associated
with the sentence. However, if ~ ~ ~Vl then ~ could
be either F or U (unknown). To resolve this ambiguity,
the agent checks whether :DC entails LCW(~). If so,
is F, otherwise it is U.

2.1 LCW Updates

As the agent is informed of the changes to the external
world -- through its own actions or through the ac-
tions of other agents -- it can gain and lose LCW; these
changes must be recorded in :DC. We assume here, and
throughout, the absence of hidden exogenous events
that invalidate xn’s information. In other words, we
assume that the rate of change in the world is slower
than the rate at which XII plans and executes. This is
the standard assumption of correct information made
by most planners.~

When xII executes an operator which ensures
that :DM contains all instances of ff that are
true in the world, xlI adds a sentence LCW((I))
to /)C’ For example, XII is given an axiom
stating that each file has a unique word count.
Thus, executing the UNIX command wc paper.rex
adds the sentence LCW(word. count (paper.rex,c))
to 7)C as well as adding the actual length (e.g.,
word.count(paper.rex,42)) to M. Since th e is
command has a universally quantified effect,, executing
is /rex yields LCW(parent. dir(f,/rex) 

It would be cumbersome if the author of each op-
erator were forced to list its LCW effects. In fact, this
is unnecessary, xII automatically elaborates operator
schemata with LCW effects. Even in the worst case, this
compilation process takes time linear in the length of
the operator schemata and the number of unique-value
axioms [9].

Observational effects (e.g., those ofls) can only cre-
ate LCW, but causal effects can both create and destroy
LCW.3 For example, deleting all files in/rex pTvvides

2In fact, the softbot relaxes this assumption by associ-
ating expiration times with beliefs in :DM and :DC and by
recovering from errors that result from incorrect informa-
tion. However, a discussion of this mechanism is beyond
the scope of this paper.

3XlI operator schemata explicitly distinguish between

complete information on the contents of the directory
regardless of what the agent knew previously. Com-
pressing a file in/rex, on the other hand, invalidates
previously obtained LCW of the lengths of all files in
that directory.

The theory behind LCW is complex; [3] defines LCW
formally, explains the connection to circumscription,
and presents a set of tractable update rules for the
case of conjunctive LCW sentences. In this paper, we
show how to incorporate conjunctive LCW into a least
commitment planner and argue that this addresses the
challenges described in section 1: satisfying universally
quantified goals and avoiding redundant sensing.

3 Universally quantified goals

In this section we explain how xn utilizes LCW to sat-
isfy universally quantified goals. Traditionally, plan-
ners that have dealt with goals of the form "Forall v of
type t make A(v) true" have done so by expanding the
goal into a universally-ground, conjunctive goal called
the universal base. The universal base of such a sen-
tence equalS the conjunction A1 A ... A A. in which
the Ais correspond to each possible interpretation of
A(v) under the universe of discourse, {C~,...,C.},
i.e. the possible objects of type t [7, p. 10]. In
each Ai, all references to v have been replaced with
the constant Ci. For example, suppose that pf de-
notes the type corresponding to the files in the di-
rectory /papers and that there are two such files:
C1 = a.dvi and C2 = b.dvi. Then the universal
base of "Forall f of type pf make printed(f) true" 
print ed (a. dvi ) hprint ed (b. dvi 

A classical planner can satisfy V goals by subgoaling
to achieve the universal base, but this strategy relies on
the closed world assumption. Only by assuming that
all members of the universe of discourse are known (i. e.,
represented in the model) can one be confident that
the universal base is equivalent to the V goal. Since
the presence of incomplete information invalidates the
closed world assumption, the XII planner uses two new
mechanisms for satisfying V goals:

1. Sometimes it is possible to directly support a V goal
with a V effect, without expanding the universal base.
For example, given the goal of having all files in a di-
rectory group readable, XII can simply execute clmod
g+r *; it doesn’t need to know which files (if any) are
in the directory. Section 3.1 elaborates this option.

2. Alternatively, xH can subgoal on obtaining LCW on
the type (~i(vi) of each universal variable vi in the
goal. Once xn has LCW((I)i), the universe of discourse
for vl is completely represented in its world model.
At this point XH generates the universal base and
subgoals on achieving it. Note that this strategy
differs from the classical case since it involves inter-
leaved planning and execution. Given the goal of
printing all files in/papers, XII would plan and ex-
ecute an ls command, then plan to print each file

causal effects (that change the state of the external world)
and observational effects (that only change the state of XlFs
model) as explained in [4].
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it found, and then execute that plan. Section 3.2
describes this option in detail.

For completeness, XII also considers combinations of
these mechanisms to solve a single V goal; see [9] for
details. 4 In the remainder of this section we explain
these two techniques in more detail.

3.1 Protecting V links

In the simplest case, XII can use a universally quantified
effect to directly support a universally quantified goal.
However, V goals, like ordinary goals, can get clobbered
by subgoal interactions; to avoid this, xII uses an ex-
tension of the causal link [11] mechanism used for pro-
tecting other goals. A causal link is a triple, written

Apa--~A~., where G is a goal, Ap is the step that produces
G and Ac is the step that consumes G. We refer to G
as the label of the link. When xII supports a V goal di-
rectly (i.e., without expanding into the universal base)
it creates a link whose label, G, is a universally quanti-
fied sentence (instead of the traditional literal); we call
such links "V links." In general, a link is threatened
when some other step, At, has an effect that possi-
bly interferes with G and At can possibly be executed
between Ap and Ac. For normal links, interference is
defined as having an effect that unifies with -~G. Such
an effect also threatens a V link, but V links are also
threatened by effects that possibly add an object to
the quantifier’s universe of discourse. For example, if
XII adds a chmod g+r * step to achieve the goal of
having all files in a directory group readable, the link
would be threatened by a step which moved a new file
(possibly unreadable) into the directory. Threats to 
links can be handled using the same techniques used
to resolve ordinary threats: demotion, promotion, and
confrontation,s Additionally, the following rule applies.

¯ Protect foralh

Given a link ApG-*A~ in which G--VtypelX S(x)
and the type typel equals {x[P(x) AQ(x)AR(x))
and a threat At with effect P(~oo), subgoal 
achieving S(foo)V-~q(foo)V-~R(foo) by tile 
Ac is executed.
For example, suppose a V link recording the condi-

tion that all files in/rex be group readable is threat-
ened by step At, which creates a new file, new.rex.
This threat can be handled by subgoaling to ensure
that new.rex is either group readable or not in direc-
tory/rex.

3.2 Protecting LCW
The other way to satisfy a V goal is to subgoal on ob-
taining LCW, and then expand the universal base. How-

4Note also that the classical universM base mechanism
requires that a type’s universe be static and finite, xII cor-
rectly handles dynamic universes. Furthermore, xII’s policy
of linking to V effects handles infinite universes, but this is
not of practicM import.

SThe first two techniques order the threatening action
before the link’s producer or after its consumer. Con-
frontation works when the threatening effcct is conditional;
the link is protected by subgoaling on the negation of the
threat’s antecedent [15].

ever, since LCW goals can also get clobbered by subgoal
interactions, XII has to ensure that actions introduced
for sibling goals don’t cause the agent to lose LCW. For
example, given the goal of finding the lengths all files
in /papers, the agent might execute wc *. But if it
then compresses a file in/papers, it no longer has LCW
on all the lengths.

To avoid these interactions, we use LCW links which
are like standard causal links except that they are la-
beled with a conjunctive LCW sentence. Since LCW(P (x)
A Q(x)) asserts knowledge of P and Q over all 
members of the set {x [P(x)A Q(x)}, an LCW link 
threatened when information about a member of the
set is possibly lost or a new member, for which the re-
quired information may be unknown, is possibly added
to the set. We refer to these two cases as information
loss and domain growth, respectively, and discuss them
at length below. Like threats to ordinary causal links,
threats to LCW links can be handled using demotion,
promotion, and confrontation. In addition, threats due
to information-loss can be resolved with a new tech-
nique called shrinking, while domain-growth threats
can be defused by a method called enlarging.

Information Loss We say that At threatens Apa-+A¢
with information loss if G ----LCW(P1A...APn), At
possibly comes between Ap and Ac, and At contains
an effect that makes R unknown, for some R that uni-
fies with some Pi in G. For example, suppose XH’s plan

has a link ApHA¢ in which

H = LCW(parent. dir(f,/papers) Aword. count (f, 

indicating that the link is protecting the subgoal of
knowing the word counts of all the files in directory
/papers. If xII now adds a step which has the ac-
tion compress myfile.txt, then the new step threat-
ens the link, since compress has the effect of making
the word count of myfile.txt unknown.

¯ Shrinking LCW: Given a link with condition
LCN(P(x)AQ(x)AR(x)) and threat causing P(foo)
to be unknown, XII can protect the link by sub-
goaling to achieve -~Q(foo)V-~R(foo)6 at the time
that the link’s consumer is executed. For example,

compressing myfile.txt threatens the link ApHAc
described above, because if myfile.txt is in di-
rectory /papers, then the word counts of all the
files in /papers are no longer known. However, if
parent, dir(myfile, txt,/papers) is false then the
threat goes away.

Domain Growth We say that At threatens Apa-~+A~
with domain growth ifG =LCW(PI A ... A P~), At pos-
sibly comes between Ap and Ac, and At contains an
effect that makes R true, for some R that unifies with
some Pi. For the example above in which the link

ApHA~ protects LCN on the word count of every file
in/papers, addition of a step which moved a new file
into/papers would result in a domain-growth threat,

6Note the difference between shrinking and protecting a
V link (section 3.1). Unlike the V link case, shrinking does
not have a disjunct corresponding to S (~oo).
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since the agent might not know the length of the new
file.

¯ Enlarging LCW: Given a link with condition
LCW(P(z)Aq(x)AR(x)) and threat causing 
to be true, Xll can protect the link by subgoaling to
achieve LCW(Q(foo)AR(foo)) at the time that 
link’s consumer is executed. For example, moving a
new file xii.tex into directory /papers threatens

the link ApHAc described above, because the word
count of xii.tex may be unknown. The threat can
be resolved by observing the word count of xii. rex.

Note that an effect which makes some Pi false does
not pose a threat to the link! This corresponds to an
action that moves a file out of/papers -- it’s not a
problem because one still knows the lengths of all the
files that remain.

4 Redundant Information Gathering
The problem of redundant information gathering is
best illustrated by a simple example. Suppose that
we ask a softbot to find out whether paper.rex is in
the directory /rex, and that when it executes ls -a,
the softbot discovers that the file is not there. Unless
it knew that 1~ -a has provided exhaustive informa-
tion about the contents of the directory, the softbot
would backtrack and consider alternative ways of satis-
fying the goal, such as executing ls paper, rex or find
in the directory, not realizing that these information-
gathering actions will never succeed. In general,
once any exhaustive information gathering action is
successfiflly executed, additional information gathering
actions are redundant.7

The magnitude of the redundant sensing problem
should not be underestimated (see Section 5 for empir-
ical measurements). Furthermore, the problem of re-
dundant sensing is both domain and planner indepen-
dent; When trying alternative ways of satisfying a goal,
a planner is forced to consider every sensory action at
its disposal. Since each action has preconditions, and
there are multiple ways of achieving these precondi-
tions, the amount of wasted work can increase expo-
nentially with the length of the information-gathering
plan -- unless the planner has some criterion for de-
ciding which actions will not yield new information.

Fortunately, LCW is just that: an agent should not
execute, or plan to execute, observational actions (or
actions in service of observational actions} to support
a goal when it has LOW on that goal. In fact, a single
LCW sentence can service a wide range of goals. For ex-
ample, LCW(parent. dir (f,/tax) ), which results 
executing ls in/rex, indicates that xlI knows all the
files in/rex. Thus, it, can satisfy any goal of the form
"Find out whether some file xis in /rex" by exam-
ining its world model -- no information gathering is
necessary. In addition, XH can. combine LCW sentences
to avoid redundant information gathering on compos-
ite goals. For example, if xH knows all the files owned

rWe cannot simply associate exactly one sensory action
with each goal, a priori, because the agent may fail to sat-
isfy that action’s preconditions -- in which case trying a
different sensory action is warranted.

by Smith, and all the files in/rex, then it can satisfy
the conjunctive goal "Give me all the files in/rex that
are owned by Smith" by consulting its model.

xII utilizes LCW in three ways:

¯ Execution pruning: when XII is about to execute
an observational step Ap which only supports links
labeled with goals G1,..., G,, xH checks whether
LCW(Gi) holds for all i. If so, Ap is redundant and
XII does not execute it. Instead, it replaces all links
from Ap with links from the model (DM), since any
information that could be obtained by executing Ap
is already recorded in DM. This simple test pre-
vents XlI from executing some redundant informa-
tion gathering steps. However, xn might still do re-
dundant planning (and execution!) to satisfy Ap’s
preconditions, and the preconditions’ preconditions,
etc.

Option pruning: to address this problem, XII tests
for LCW when it computes the set of actions .A that
could potentially support a goal G. If LCW(G) holds,
xH can omit observational actions from the set.s

* Post hoe pruning: xH may gain LCW(G) af-
ter .A is computed (so option pruning did not ap-
ply) but considerably before any of the steps in .A
are about to be executed (so execution pruning is
not yet applicable). This occurs when executing
an action yields LCW(G), or whela a binding con-
straint is asserted that constrains one or more of
the variables in G. For instance, XlI may not have
LOW(parent. diz(f, d) ), but once d is instantiated
to, say,/rex, LOW(parent. dir(f,/tex) ) can result
in significant pruning.

In concert, these pruning techniques are surprisingly
powerful, as demonstrated in the next section.

5 Experimental Results

The reader might question whether redundant sensing
is as common as we suggest, or wonder whether the cost
of utilizing the LCW machinery outweighs the benefit
due from pruning xII’s search space. To address such
concerns, and to empirically evaluate our LCW imple-
mentation, we plugged xII into the UNIX softbot [6],
providing xlI with operator descriptions of standard
UNIX commands, and enabling it to actually execute
the commands by sending (and receiving) strings from
the UNIX shell. We gave the softbot a sequence of
goals and measured its performance with and without
LCW. Table 1 quantifies the impact of the LCW mech-
anism on the softbot’s behavior. We found that our
LCW machinery yielded a significant performance gain
for the softbot.

In this experiment, the softbot’s goals consisted of
simple file searches (e.g., find a file with word count
greater than 5000, containing the string "theorem,"
etc.) and relocations. The actions executed in the tests

SSince XlI can subsequently lose LCW due to information
loss or domain growth (Section 3.2), it has to record this
pruning decision and recompute the options for G once
LCW(G) is lost. Doing this in an efficient but sound manner
is actually quite complex -- see [9] for the details.
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include mv (which can destroy LCW), observational ac-
tions such as ls, wc and grep, and more. Each exper-
iment was started with DM and ~DC initialized empty,
but they were not purged between problems; so for
each problem the softbot benefits from the information
gained in solving the previous problems.

P O.LEM II SE I PLANSSTEPS TOT.

SET LCW? EXAM ’D EXEC’D TIME

22 PROBLEMS, Yes 420 55 109
13 SOLVABLE No 3707 724 966
14 PROBLEMS, Yes 373 55 94
ALL SOLVABLE No 1002 140 160

Table 1: Reasoning about local closed world informa-
tion (LOW) improves the performance of the softbot 
two suites of UNIX problems. Times are in CPU sec-
onds on a Sun Microsystems SPARC-10. Without LCW
inference the softbot fails to complete eight of the prob-
lems in the first set, and one of the problems in the sec-
ond set, before reaching a 100 CPU second time bound.
With LCW, the softbot completes all the problems. The
mean size of :DC (the softbot’s store of LOW informa-
tion) is 155 sentences. The maximum size is 167.

Maintaining ~DC introduced less than 15% overhead
per plan explored, and reduced the number of plans ex-
plored substantially. In addition, the plans produced
are often considerably shorter, since redundant sens-
ing steps are eliminated. Without LOW, the softbot
performed 16 redundant ls operations, and 6 redun-
dant pwds in a "typical" file search. With LOW, on
the other hand, the softbot performed no redundant
sensing. Furthermore, when faced with unachievable
goals, the softbot with LOW inference was able to fail
quickly; however, without LOW it conducted a massive
search, executing many redundant sensing operations
in a forlorn hope of observing something that would
satisfy the goal. While much more experimentation is
necessary, these experiments suggest that closed world
reasoning, as implemented in xII, has the potential to
substantially improve performance in a real-world do-
main.

6 Related work

xn is based on the ucPoP algorithm [15]. The algo-
rithm we used for interleaving planning and execution
closely follows IPEM, by Ambros-Ingerson and Steel [1].
Our action language borrows both from ADL [14] and
UWL [4].

The problem of redundant information gathering was
addressed by the SOCRATES planner, discussed in [5].
Like xn, SOCRATES utilized the UNIX domain as its
testbed, supported the UWL representation and in-
terleaved planning with execution. Our advances
over SOCRATES include the ability to satisfy universally
quantified goals and the machinery for automatically
generating LOW effects and for detecting threats to LCW
links.

Genesereth and Nourbakhsh [8] share our goal of

avoiding redundant information gathering, but do so
using radically different mechanisms, and in the con-
text of state-space search. They derive completeness-
preserving rules for pruning the search as well as
rules for terminating planning and beginning execu-
tion. However, they do not have notions that corre-
spond to LCW, a database like :Dc, or our threat reso-
lution techniques.

Other researchers have investigated alternative ap-

~lroaches for planning with incomplete information (see
3] for a nice taxonomy). Contingent planners [18, 17,

16] seek to exhaustively enumerate alternative courses
of action; while this strategy is appropriate in criti-
cal domains with irreversible actions, the exponential
increase in planning time is daunting. Decision the-
ory provides an elegant framework for computing the
value of information; however, although work in this
direction is promising, many challenges remain [19].
Our approach sacrifices the elegance of a probabilis-
tic framework to achieve a complete implementation
able to tackle practical problems.

7 Conclusion

This paper describes the fully-implemented xII planner
which uses local closed world information (LCW) to han-
dle universally quantified goals and to avoid the prob:
lem of redundant sensing. Our technical innovations
include the LCW machinery (effects, goals, and novel
techniques for resolving threats to LOW links) described
in Section 3, and the LOW-based pruning techniques de-
scribed in Section 4. As demonstrated by table 1, the
savings engendered by LCW can be quite large in the
UNIX domain. Although our experiments, and illus-
trative examples, are drawn from the UNIX domain,
we emphasize that the notion of LOW, and the tech-
niques introduced in xII, are domain independent. In
future work, we plan to measure the costs and benefits
of LCW in other domains, and to remove the assumption
of correct information made by the xII planner.
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